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Welcome to the President’s Corner.
Our NE coordinator Butch
Patterson has resigned due to health
issues. Thanks so much Butch for your years of service.
We really appreciate your coordinating effort and a
special thank you to Emily also. Bob Jacoby has agreed
to serve and we are happy to take advantage of Bob’s
many years of experience with FABA.
The Southern Blacksmith Association conference was
a success in May. I am happy to report that FABA
received $2000 from the auction proceeds as our share of
the conference. Thanks to everyone who donated and
purchased items to make the SBA a success.
The winner of the Walt Anderson Scholarship was
Thomas Kovach from Havana. Thomas has been active
with the NW region as well as learning from John Pfund
at San Luis Mission. Congratulations Thomas!
Final plans are being made for our Annual Meeting
in Ocala so keep the dates of Oct 11 - 13 open. Please
consider making an auction item to help with our
expenses and to help our association be able to give
scholarships each year. Kirk and Helen and their team
are doing a GREAT job of getting everything
organized. You would never realize how much is
involved unless you are on the “cutting edge” of doing it.
Go to www.fabaconference.org to register, to volunteer
and for updates and also check Facebook for the photos
of our demonstrators’ work – Very impressive.
New members for this month: Jesus Santiago of
Deltona & Richard Edwards of Christmas. Welcome!
We get requests to provide demonstrators at various
festivals and special events. If you are available to do
this, please let me know. I have a request now for
Highlands Hammock State Park on November 9th.

Jerry Wolfe
_______________________________________
Safety Tip: When you need a fire extinguisher,
it needs to be NEARBY and it needs to WORK!

The conference is almost upon
us! For me as organizer, it's a
frightening prospect as there is still
so much to do. An amazing amount
of work has been done so far, by remarkably few people,
but now we're at the point where we need boots on the
ground. We need logistics people to get equipment and
demonstrators to the conference site; teachers; crew to
keep the event running smoothly; greeters; runners; and
go'fers; teardown and logistics to get equipment back
home; and cleanup. There is work available for every
skill-set. The conference website outlines some of the
many opportunities at fabaconference.org/volunteeropportunities/ You can contact me to volunteer at
info@fabaconference.org
The other place we need your help, and sooner
rather than later, is with the auction. We need your
best hand forged items for the auction, to bring in the
most money for the FABA scholarship fund. As I've
said before, this will have the twofold effect of making
learning opportunities for the FABA membership, and
informing the public that they have a place to come for
beautiful, hand made gifts and decor items.
If you can submit hand forged auction items before
September 1, we will place them in area businesses
along with auction posters, to advertise our event. FABA
is counting on you, our members, to make this happen!
We have a small number of items already in hand, but we
have a chance for blacksmithing to make a big splash in
the community by having MORE! Again, contact me for
shipping arrangements at info@fabaconference.org
The conference website www.fabaconference.org has
been expanded, and will continue to change right up to
the conference. ONLINE registration is open, at
http://fabaconference.org/register-online/ and a mail in
registration form is included in this issue of The Clinker
Breaker. You can also download a mail in form from
http://fabaconference.org/register-by-mail/

Kirk

Calendar of Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional
Coordinators:

Northeast Region
Northwest Region
Southeast Region
Southwest Region

Bob Jacoby
Billy Christie
Ed Aaron
Lisa Anne Conner

904-613-2626
850-421-1386
561-748-9824
813-977-3743

NE Sept. 7 Pioneer Settlement, Barberville

bobjacoby@bellsouth.net
chriswoodforge@embarqmail.com
edaaron9824@bellsouth.net
MelisandeAubrey@hotmail.com

NW Sept. 14 Panhandle Pioneer
Settlement, Blountstown

SE Sept. 21 Tanah Keeta Boy Scout Camp
SW Sept. 28 Jerry and Mary Standifer’s

I-275 St.
Petersburg
I-75
US 19
US 301
18th Ave W.
10th St.

Jerry and Mary Standifer’s
1808 8th St. W., Palmetto
941-729-6219 - Potluck

REGIONAL REPORTS

SW - JULY

Fourteen of us, and two guest
chickens, gathered at Crowley on
NW - JULY
Saturday, July 27th. Trez Cole
The Northwest July meeting was held in Tallahassee at demonstrated tong-making
Jim (Preacher) and Nina Labolito’s Fernforge. They have methodology as well as leading
an open forge Monday evenings and provide a starting
some far-ranging discussions on
point for upcoming blacksmiths, young and old. For
hammer techniques, metallurgy,
demonstrators we had two up and coming blacksmiths,
teaching, and shop safety. We had
the Kovac brothers, Daniel and Thomas.
several new folks join us, and many
Preacher did the introductions, along with a discussion of us took advantage of the beautiful site to explore the
of safety associated with the day’s activities. The forge
boardwalk and tower. Lash even helped curry the horses!
fire was started and the Thomas demonstrated making a
As per usual, we managed to eat very well if not
heart hook using a piece of 1.5” X 1/8” bar stock. Next
healthily. Hope to see many of you at Tandova, Inc., in
Daniel made a flint striker using 3/ 8” drill stock.
Tampa, for the big August 24th Regional meeting. Jerry
We had 43 sign in and a few who did not. The
and Mary Standifer have volunteered to host the
number coming to the meeting showed the support for
September 28th gathering of the SW Region.
these brothers from fellow smiths. They stepped up to the
plate and took the position of demonstrators. They are to
Lisa Anne
be commended for a job well done and for their own selfconfidence. They stepped into a new level of
NE - AUGUST
blacksmithing, as they are our future.
Only 11 members braved the heat for our meeting on
We had a good number of hand made items along with
August
3 in Barberville. Bob Brown worked on one of
other useful things for Iron in the Hat. It was conducted
the outside forges and Steve Estenson demonstrated
by Billy with Lloyd Wheeler drawing the winning
numbers. We were able to generate $190.00 for FABA. making a leaf key fob for Pioneer Settlement visitors ,but
most preferred to stay away from added heat!
Lunch was delicious boneless pork chops and beef
Emily wanted to learn rope making, so Steve brought
brisket Bar-B-Q by John Boy, along with a number of
covered dishes brought by our membership. As we were equipment and materials. It brought interest from the
others. Lester Hollenback remembered there were rope
looking forward to rain showers, we sat down to a feast
fit for a Blacksmith, and did our best to beat the showers, boxes on a shelf built by Thurman years ago so one was
cleaned off and brought to working condition by Lester,
by consuming as much as we could as fast as we could.
Jim Willingham and Steve! Her class is going to love it!
We thank Preacher and his wife Nina for having us,
Our next meeting will be September 7 at the Pioneer
Thomas and Daniel Kovacs for demonstrating, all who
Settlement
in Barberville. It will also be their End-ofbrought items for Iron in the Hat, and each of you who
Summer Open House. The Settlement will be having a
attended this wonderful meeting.
community yard sale, free music workshops, cupcake
Last Month at our meeting at Mission San Luis we
Bingo and a chili cook off.
forgot to mention that we also had a Collier
demonstrating and teaching how to make charcoal. Her
ANNOUNCEMENT:
name is Cassandra Garcia and besides being a charcoal
It has been a pleasure to
maker she is a young blacksmith.
Our Sept. 14, 2013 meeting will be at the Panhandle be the Coordinator for the
Northeast, but, due to
Pioneer Settlement in Blountstown. Roger Bell & Ron
health reasons, I feel it best
Childers will demonstrate a RR spike tomahawk.
for me to turn the position
over to Bob Jacoby.
Be safe and Happy Hammering.
John Boy Watson and Billy Christie

Butch Patterson
Blacksmith Speak:
“I answer all questions.” Dr. Skeeter Prather
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______Save These Dates ________
Oct. 11-13 FABA Annual Meeting, Ocala

BLACKSMITH CLASS
Saturday September 07, 2013

At The Panhandle Pioneer Settlement on Saturday,
September 07, 2013 at 8 a.m. CST. in Blountstown.
This will be an all day event so pack your lunch.
Required items: Gloves and Safety Glasses.
NW Dec. 14 Rex & Mary Ellen Anderson, Monticello
There are limited slots available so call or email now
_____________________________________________
to reserve your slot.
A $20 deposit fee is required for your reservation
NOTE FROM MADISON
which goes toward the cost of the class.
Nathan Nettles & Jordan Thomas had the winning
The cost of this class is a $45.00.
project at the Southern Blacksmithing Assn.
For more information, call 674-2777 or email:
Conference, Blacksmithing Competition!
info@panhandlepioneer.org
This is the third
time they have
competed as a team at
Florida Artist Blacksmith
Madison. In 2009 and
Association Jerry Grice
2011 they came in
second and in 2013
Scholarship 2013
they took first place.
This scholarship was established to honor the memory
of Jerry Grice, one of our charter members. Its purpose
Congratulations
is to further the craft of blacksmithing and is available
Jordan and
to any FABA member in good standing. The award is
Nathan!
limited to the actual cost or $1000, whichever is lesser.
It may be used for materials, tuition, lodging and
transportation (paid at the rate of 43.2 cents per mile or the
MUSEUM PROJECT
NW November 9 Tallahassee Museum of History &
Natural Science, Mike Murphy demonstrating.

actual cost of public transportation, whichever is lesser).

As mentioned in the last edition of the Clinker
Breaker, the Museum project with its associated
construction is now well underway. On Saturday, July
21, 2013 we started raising the wood. The “we” part of
the project was the following individuals 1. Rex
Anderson, 2. Jim (Preacher) Labolito, 3. Billy Christie
4.Justin Vogel, 5.Wayne Pelt, 6.Dr. Skeeter Prather, 7.
Mark Stone, 8.Willard Smith, 9. Sam from the facility,
and 10. John Boy
The day was very interesting in that we had cloud
cover with some very heavy rain which produced a total
of 2.2 inches at the end of the day. Even with the rain
we were able to set the walls, put the roof rafters up, and
about 1/3 of the roof purlings.
The day ended with a good bit of the structure being
completed and we will have another day of construction.
Some of you will be contacted for the next phase. A big
thank you to each of you that helped and we all look
forward to the completion of the only blacksmith
museum in Florida.

John Boy Watson

A letter of application or a detailed email may be
submitted provided the applicant answers the following
questions:
1. What is your name, address and phone number?
2. How much experience in blacksmithing do you have?
3. How will this instruction help you with your
blacksmithing craft?
4. What is the name of the school you wish to attend?
5. What is the name of the course and the name of the
instructor teaching the class?
6. What costs will be incurred (tuition, lodging,
transportation, etc.)?
Note: By accepting the Jerry Grice Scholarship the
applicant agrees to provide a demonstration of skills
learned and write a report of the learning experience,
including “how-to” for publication in the Clinker
Breaker. The next item is not required but strongly
suggested that an article made by the new knowledge be
offered for auction at the Annual meeting. Completed
letters of application or emails should be sent to John
Butler, Chair , FABA Scholarship Committee, 777 Tyre
Road, Havana, FL 32333 or jgbutler@sprintmail.com.
Deadline for receipt is December 31, 2013. Three
finalists will be recommended to the Board. The
decision of the Board shall be final. The successful
applicant will be notified.

ACTIVITIES at the FABA Conference
www.fabaconference.org

October 11-13, 2013
Ocala
DEMONSTRATORS:
ROBERTA ELLIOTT, from Cobden, Illinois, is a blacksmith who works in an organic
style with natural themes. She will demonstrate pipe forging, and teaching a class on forge
welding on Sunday morning.
ELSA FANTINO, a bladesmith from Burgundy, France, will show us her beautiful, sometimes whimsical, organic
style of knifemaking.
HEATHER MCLARTY, from Los Angeles, California, will teach us chasing and repousse using pitch as a backing
medium. Heather will be teaching a class on forging chasing tools on Friday morning.

BLACKSMITHING CLASSES: See page 7 for class descriptions.
Classes at the conference are designed to share the basics of the craft of blacksmithing. If you learn the skills in
Classes #1 thru #3 you have all you need to go further in the craft. It’s just a matter of practice from there.
FRIDAY NIGHT FORGING CONTESTS:
Contests Friday evening for individuals and smith/striker teams to test their speed and accuracy for prizes. There will
be one team contest, and two individual forging contests. Come prepared to sweat!

SATURDAY NIGHT BANQUET ON SITE!
AUCTION: Be masterfully entertained by premier art metal auctioneer Col. Tim Ryan!
TRADE ITEM: Starting with the 2013 conference, FABA begins a tradition of a Trade Item Exchange. The
Trade Item is chosen by the conference chair and it is announced ahead of the conference date. Anyone interested can
then make the item, interpreting it through their own imaginations and skill sets. The participants bring their item to
the conference, where all Trade Items will be displayed. The names of all the participants will be placed in a “hat,”
and each will draw a name. Each participant then gets to take the item made by the person who’s name he drew.
This year’s Trade Item is a candle holder, and can be anything you want it to be, from a small votive holder to a
floor-standing candelabra! Stretch yourself Outside The Box!

FABA ORAL HISTORY PROJECT:
FABA members will be able to record their blacksmithing memories with a friend or loved one or with FABA
historians. Young or old, great endeavors or small, take the time to bring FABA to life. Opportunities for up to onehour interviews will be available Friday afternoon, all day Saturday, and Sunday morning. Schedule an interview
with David Reddy at editor@blacksmithing.org or 813 875 2098

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!: INFO@FABACONFERENCE.ORG OR 352-357-7221

DIRECTIONS TO CONFERENCE:

From I-75, take Exit 341 (Belleview). Go East 2.3 miles on
CR 484. At light, turn left onto CR 475 N. BG Farms Conference site is 2 miles, on the left.
ADDRESS: BG Farms, 11800 S. Hwy. 475, Ocala, FL 34480

IRON IN THE HAT
LIMITED RV HOOKUPS

VENDORS
CAMPING

TAILGATE SALES
FAMILY ACTIVITIES

For up-to-the-minute information go to: WWW.FABACONFERENCE.ORG

FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION 2013 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
(Online Registration and Conference Information available twww.FABAConference.org)
Primary Registrant Name:

__________________________________________________________________________

Family Member Names:

__________________________________________________________________________

Address:

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Phone

H._ ________________________ Conference _______________________________________________

Email

_____________________________________________________________________________________

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION:
FABA Member, Full Weekend

$45

_________

Non-Member Full Weekend

$65

_________

FABA Member, One Day

$30

_________

__Friday __Saturday __Sunday

Non-Member, One Day

$40

_________

__Friday __Saturday __Sunday

Late Registration, Additional Fee if Postmarked after Sept 30

$10

_________

Quantity:
Join/renew FABA1-year Membership

_________x

$25

_________

Additional Parking Passes

_________x

$5

_________

Saturday Night Banquet

_________x

$12

_________

Conference Tee Shirt (specify size)

_________x

$15

_________

Unisex:

__Sm

__Med

__Lg

__XL

Ladies:

__Sm

__Med

__Lg

__XL

__2XL

__3XL (add $2)

CLASSES:
Heather McLarty Toolmaking Class (Fri AM)

_________x

$30

_________

Roberta Elliott Forge Welding Class (Sun AM)

_________x

$30

_________

Basic Blacksmithing Classes (Select Below)
Fri AM

Basic #1

_________x

$30

_________

Fri AM

Basic #3

_________x

$30

_________

Fri PM

Basic #2

_FULL___x

$30

__xxxx___

Fri PM

Basic#5

_________x

$30

_________

Sat AM

Basic#1

_________x

$30

________

Sat AM

Basic#3

_________x

$30

________

Please indicate an
alternative class in case
your preferred section is
already full:

Sat PM

Basic#2

_________x

$30

________

Basic #_________

Sat PM

Basic#4

_________x

$30

________

Day _______ __AM __PM

Sun AM

Basic#4

_________x

$30

________

Sun AM

Basic#5

_________x

$30

________

TOTAL:

Classes are being filled on
a first-received basis,
online as well as by mail.

$_________

MAIL THIS FORM & CHECK/MONEY ORDER TO: FABA CONFERENCE REGISTRAR, 1314 FERNWOOD RD, TALLAHASSEE, FL 32304

•• Welcome to the Florida Artist Blacksmith Association's 2013 Conference
and thanks for joining us in Forging Outside the Box.
The following classes are designed to share the basics of the craft of blacksmithing. If you learn all the skills in
Classes #1 thru #3 you have all you need to go further in the craft. It's just a matter of practice from there.
•Our classes are self assessed-we don't grade you beforehand. With that in mind, please read the class descriptions
thoroughly. If you've never hit hot metal before, we highly recommend that you take the classes in order, or even take
a class twice if you want more practice in the skills shared in that class.
•f you've done some blacksmithing already and feel you've got #1 and #2 covered, you may want to go directly to #3,
4#, or #5. These classes pre-suppose that you have a working knowledge of the skills shared in #1 and #2. If you're
not sure about your skill level, please take #1 or #2 first as a refresher. Classes #1 thru 3# offer a variety of projects
ranging from fire tools and campfire accessories to hooks and household items depending on your area of interest.
Safety is a concern when dealing with metal often in excess of 2000 deg. F. No synthetic fibers! They melt! Natural
fibers only!• In Florida, that means wear cotton. Jeans and a long sleeve cotton shirt are suggested, though most of us
wear jeans and a cotton t-shirt. Wear shorts at your own risk, they are not recommended. Closed toe shoes are a
must, we recommend high top boots. If you show up in flip-flops we will ask you to change your shoes before
entering the forging areas. A hat or a bandana to hold up long hair and keep the soot off your head is desirable.
Gloves and a leather or heavy canvas apron are optional depending upon personal preference. As with closed toe
shoes, safety glasses are a must and we require them to be worn in the forging areas. If you have your own,
great!•If not, safety glasses and ear plugs will be available for sale at the conference.
Tools will be provided for use in the classes, but if you have a favorite hammer and tools bring them along.
Remember, there are open forges and forging contests to think about!

Basic Blacksmithing #1 - •If you've never hit hot metal before, this is the class for you. Come learn how to start
and maintain a fire in both coal and gas forges, how to find a comfortable anvil height, good hammer technique, and
basic blacksmithing safety. You'll utilize these skills as you add the skills of tapering, spreading, bending, and
twisting hot metal as you shape your choice of a variety of projects.

Basic Blacksmithing #2 - This class builds on Class #1. We'll still cover fire maintenance in both coal and gas
forges, anvil height, hammer technique, and basic safety. We will be using tapering, spreading, bending, and twisting,
as well as adding the skills of• splitting, punching, and riveting as you shape your choice of a variety of projects
utilizing your new skills.

Basic Blacksmithing #3 - This class will cover the skills of upsetting and forge welding. We'll learn how to
thicken and join 2 pieces of white hot metal into a single solid piece. We'll start with some basic welds and move on
to your choice of a variety of projects utilizing your new skills as well as those learned in Classes #1 and #2.

Basic Blacksmithing #4 - Blacksmiths have been recyclers since the beginning of their craft. Come learn how
to tell if that piece of scrap is wrought iron, mild steel, or tool steel. We'll do a spark test with metals of known origin
to see the spark patterns of wrought iron vs. mild steel vs. tool steel. We'll also do a break test, a nearly fool-proof
way of finding out if that mystery metal is hardenable, if it should be quenched in oil or water, and what tempering
colors are right for different uses with that piece of steel. We'll finish by using the skills learned to make your choice
of at least one of the following tools: Square center punch, Round center punch, Square punch, Round punch, Hot
chisel, or Cold chisel.

Basic Blacksmithing #5 - This class is for those who want to make their own tongs but aren't sure where to
start. Come learn about half-face hammer blows, shouldering, and the difference between right and left handed tongs
as we work on your choice of a• basic pair of tongs. Choices are Grooved Flat-Jaw Tongs, Straight Scrolling Tongs,
Pick-Up Tongs, or Chain/Link Tongs.
Class duration has been expanded to 4 hours, so most people will have enough time to finish a project.
Maximum of 8 students per class.
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Drawing, Punching, and Bending
By Peter Ross
Illustrations by Tom Latané
Lesson Number Six- Drawing Punching, and Bending

tions early and do the more predictable ones later. By “predictable” I mean in the dimensional sense- not the skills of the
workman.
For example, forging a taper of precise length can be done with
certainty (using the method learned in lesson one, Hammer’s Blow,
Volume 11, #1, Winter 2003), but it is difﬁcult to predict how
much stretching will occur while punching holes. If we punch
early in the sequence, the uncertain effects on dimensions are
resolved before drawing to ﬁnal length. Maintaining correct
dimensions will be simpler and more direct. Making the round
tapered pin will not affect the dimensions or ﬁt of the ﬂat bar,
and can be done independently.

Step One:

1. The ﬁnal forged shape.

Definition: This lesson uses skills developed by previously
published lessons.
Intent:
The student will learn to incorporate several basic skills into a
single project while maintaining dimensional control.
Tools needed:
Basic tools plus tongs to hold 1/4" thick ﬂat bar, tongs to hold
5/8" or 3/4" diameter on end, and punching tongs to hold
punch (if using a short punch), center punch, rule, compasses.
Materials:
24" (or as convenient) of 1/4" x 1 1/4"
24" (or as convenient) of 1/2" square mild steel
5/8" or 3/4" tool steel to make two punches
Method:
It will take planning to achieve target dimensions. Let’s start by
thinking of the bent rectangular bar.
First, the bar must be the right length and the two holes correctly placed. If the bar is forged to proper length, the bending
will be simple. We can accurately compute the overall length and
the distance between holes from the plan (see lesson Four,
Bending, Hammer’s Blow, Volume 11, #2, Spring 2003). This will
give us the “straightened” layout of the bar. With this layout
established, the choice of steps can begin.
In planning a project, it is wise to do the less-predictable opera-

Make two punches, each with a 4"-long round taper. One should
end in 3/16" diameter and the other end in 3/8" diameter. Be
certain that the entire taper is carefully forged and truly round.
Any irregularities in the tool will transfer to the work.
Review Lesson #3 (drawing a round taper) if necessary.
Previous lessons have involved only mild steel, but for this exercise, we will need something tougher for the punch. If the punch
is made of mild steel it will likely bend in use. Using a harder steel,
even if it is not hardened and tempered, will make a more durable
tool. At this beginning stage, I recommend avoiding more exotic
and expensive tool steels. A very serviceable punch can be made
from the simplest tools steels (such as W-1) and they will be much
more forgiving for the beginner to use. The drawback of simple
steels is that they are softer and will deform more easily during use,
especially if they get hot. Good tech- nique will enable you to use
them with very little problem.
If you would rather not buy new steel, you may use a piece of
scrap (such as a piece of coil spring) of appropriate thickness.

2. Flat bar in its unbent layout.

Step Two:
We will start with the ﬂat bar.
Refer to the drawing of this project for dimensions and calculate
the length of the ﬂat bar before bending. Also determine the distance between holes. Review this procedure in Lesson Four
(Bending) if necessary.
It is often a good idea to make a simple sketch of the piece as it
should look before bending with these dimensions noted. At
this stage, it is nothing more than a tapered ﬂat bar with two
holes.
Begin by forging a taper on the end of the ﬂat bar. This taper
does not end in a point, so draw the end of the bar only until
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you reach the target dimension- in this case, 1/4" x 1". Squarethe end by
upsetting if necessary. Once you have forged the end to dimension, work
your way back up the bar until you have astraight, even taper 1/4" shorter
than the desired length. Thiswill allow for some stretching during punching
and ﬁnal corrections.
Hints:
Do not draw the bar too thin, as this is the hardest fault to correct. Any
areas that are too thin must be upset to proper thick- ness. Refer to the lesson
on upsetting if necessary.

3.

Themarked bar.

Targets:
Make sure the bar isan even 1/4 " thick the entire length of thetaper. Variation
should be 1/64" or less.
Hold length tolerance within 1/16"
Make the taper as smooth and straight as if it were the end of theproject.
Step Three:
Measure from the small end to ﬁnd the location of the small hole. Using the
center punch, mark the location. Make a deep mark so that it will be clearly
visible when the bar is hot.
Take a heat and punch the small hole.
Drift the hole to 9/32" diameter using the punch. Refer to
lesson 2 (Hot Punching) if necessary. Hints:
It is a good idea to mark the bar when cold (or mostly). This will avoid errors
caused by measuring a hot, expanded bar: after thebar cools and shrinks, the marks
can be off by as much as 1/8". Also, using the center punch on hot material may
draw the tem- per from the small tip.
Targets:

around the hole.
With practice you should be able to punch, drift, and smooth the bar
in one heat.
Step Four:
Using the center of the ﬁrst hole as the starting point, measurefor the
location of the second. Punch and drift the second holeto 1/2"
diameter.
Hints:
Rather than center punching the exact location, make the mark
approximately 1/16" too close to the ﬁrst hole. This will allow for
inevitable stretching, and decrease the chance of the holesbeing too far
apart. If there isany error to correct, it will bemuch easier to stretch
the bar a little than to shorten it.
A more accurate measurement can be made when the bar iscool.
With the second hole ﬁnished, measure between the holes and correct
the taper length to match the dimensions on your sketch. Final
measurement is best done with the bar below a red heat, to minimize
errors. This is also the time to make sure the taper isstraight and even
and the surfaces smooth.
For thisproject, the bulging of the bar edgesaround thepunched holes
may be left as is.
Once the holes have been punched and the bulges created, it isvery
important not to let the bulge rest on the anvil even when working in
the middle of the taper. With a bulge on the anvil,
the taper will not rest squarely on the anvil face. A hammer blow

. 5. Proper placement of the bar.

4. The layout of the second hole.
Punch and drift the hole in the same heat. Since the punch isclose to
the ﬁnal hole size, this should not be difﬁcult. After drifting, the
bar should be at a low heat and ready for smooth- ing. For this
project, it will be acceptable to leave the bulge

SUMM ER 2003

in this condition will bend the bar and squash the hole. This isan
example of an idea presented in lesson one: the bar issqueezed by the
hammer and the anvil simultaneously. You must think of what the
anvil will do whenever positioning the bar.
Targets:
Hold length tolerances of each section to plus or minus 1/32", and
overall length to within 1/16".
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Step Five:
Now that ﬁnal length is established, the piece can be cut from the
bar. Make a mark on the face of the bar with the center punch, or
on the edge with the hardie. Take a heat, and using the hardie, cut
the piece from the bar.
Hints:
It is helpful to cut before bending for two reasons: ﬁrst, if we are
going to dress the end of the bar with the hammer, this is the last
convenient time. Once the bar is bent, it will be impossible.
Second, cutting would deform the bend if it were already done. We
would have to do the work all over again.
Careful cutting will keep the end of the bar as square as possible and
make upsetting easier. Since this is a rectangular bar, it will help to
cut part way through from all four sides. The intent is to keep the
resulting burr as small as possible and centered on the end. If you
cut equally from opposite sides rather than mostly from one side
this will happen.
From this point onwards, it will be necessary to hold the piece with
tongs. Simple ﬂat jaw tongs will work well for this project. Most
tongs are made to ﬁt one size bar, though they sometimes will hold
several additional sizes adequately. To check to see if tongs ﬁt
properly, the jaws should be parallel at the thickness of the bar.
Thus, the jaws will contact the bar for the entire length of the jaw.
Conveniently, one pair of tongs sized to hold 1/4" thick ﬂat bar
will hold the piece at either end, or anywhere in between.
Hints:
It may be necessary to square the end after cutting. If so, make sure
to quench everything except the end itself to prevent undo-

6. Proper and improper tong fit.
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7. The bar with punch marks on edge.
ing the accurate dimensions already achieved.

In preparation for the ﬁnal step, it may be helpful to mark the
limits of the bend (see Lesson 4, Bending) on the edge of the
bar.
Step Six:
Bend the piece to match the given dimensions. Heat approximately one half the length of the bar and bend while holding the
cold end in the tongs. Once done, switch grip to the bent end,
heat the second half, and ﬁnish the bending. Switch grip as often
as necessary to make corrections and adjustments.
Hints:
Since the bar is tapered, care must be used to get an even bend
(it will bend more easily where it is smaller). If you have chosen to
center punch the edges of the bar for reference it should be easy
to determine if the bends start and stop at the correct places.

8. Manipulation of stock for bending on the horn.

HAMMER’S BLOW

CO N T RO LLED H AN D FO RG I N G
When cutting a round bar that is to have the end squared, cut
evenly all the way around the bar. This will leave the resulting
burr small and centered on the end.
Since you are using 1/2" square bar as a starting material, it is
possible to make a pin which is larger than 1/2 " diameter.
Therefore, use care in checking your progress.

Step Eight:
With both parts cool, slide the pin through the holes in the
bent bar. The pin should stop close to the desired location, with
close to correct amounts projecting from both holes. If the pin is
round and straight, the distance between it and the top of the
arc will remain constant even if the pin is rotated.
Check all given dimensions.
Hold tolerances to 1/16" or less
If you have made a full-size drawing, you can place the ﬁnished
piece directly over it to check your results.
If the piece does not match the sketch, you can also ﬁgure out
where the errors occurred; whether holes are in the right place,
bending was accurate enough, or overall length was estimated
correctly.

9. A square can be used to assure that the curve begins and endsproperly, to
locate a center to check the curve, and to check that the straight ends are parallel.
The sides of the curved bar should lie evenly on a flat surface except for the
swelling around the punched holes.
Refer to Lesson Four (Bending) if necessary.
Remember, the two ends including the holes are not bent, but
straight.
Targets:
The two straight sections at either end should be parallel in side
and end views, and the correct distance apart. They should also
be perpendicular to the imaginary "horizon" created by connecting the two dots.
With a straightedge connecting the two reference dots, check
the radius of the bend and whether the ends are square.
Match the given dimensions within 1/16" or less.
Step Seven:
With the ﬂat bar completed, it is time to make the tapered
round pin.
Starting with 1/2" square bar, draw a round taper to match the
given dimensions.
With the proper taper made, cut the piece from the bar and
square the cut end if necessary.
Straighten and check for accuracy.
Hints:
Refer to Lesson Three (Drawing a Round Taper, Hammer’s Blow,
Volume 11, #2, Spring 2003) if necessary.

This article first appeared in the
Summer 2003 Hammer’s Blow, a quarterly
publication of ABANA. For more
information go to www.abana.org

Lesson Seven: Upsetting
Will appear in next month’s
Clinker Breaker
Please send you letters, comments,
companion articles and pictures to
editor@blacksmithing.org

Brian Brazeal and Trez Cole punch a hammer head.
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